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Editorials

Editorials

CATHERINE DURAND

ETIENNE GUYOT

President of Castres-Mazamet
TechnopoleCEEI

“Mazamet
The 2021 edition of the Castres
eHealth University

Prefect of the Occitania region
Prefect of the Haute-Garonne
department

“Thethepublic
authorities have launched
«Digital Health» acceleration
strategy as part of the «France
Recovery» Plan and the Future
Investment Program.

is stamped with the hallmark of
«ending lockdown», a symbol and
a nod to this unprecedented period.
We are now at the 15th edition of the Castres
Mazamet eHealth University! 15 years of an adventure that began locally, under the impetus of
Castres-Mazamet Technopole and the Castres Mazamet urban area, with the support of all our partners,
and which today welcomes hundreds of experts from
around the world.
This event, which is the result of a strong and committed territorial history, is also a sign of a whole
territory’s positioning in the digital and health fields,
established several years ago! Our region has been
able to reinvent itself because it has a real culture of
industry and innovation. For example, in the 1980s,
it became one of the first regions in France to be
equipped with fiber optics, providing access to digital technology and paving the way very early on for
eHealth. This path was also made possible thanks to
our territory’s key assets, which are its Technopole,
number one engineering school in France in eHealth,
its R&D platform, its Institute of Nursing Training, one
of the most innovative in its training protocols at the
regional level, and its Hospital Center 3.0, which is
focused on digital robotics and is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year!
As you can see, eHealth is at home here, and what
better environment than ours to welcome influential
and prestigious speakers such as yourselves (healthcare professionals, manufacturers, public bodies, academics, start-ups, etc.) from all over the world for a
two-day Summer School focused on sharing and enriching knowledge, a unique immersion in connected
health through round tables, workshops and conferences.
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Even though the 2020 edition could not take place
for reasons we are all aware of, eHealth has never
been more talked about than in the last 18 months!
Much has changed, especially in terms of regulation,
to drive forward and implement eHealth during this
extraordinary period of public health crisis. We have
seen numerous barriers broken down and we must
continue. The challenge will be to make eHealth a
common feature in all healthcare systems, in care,
in the tools used to accompany professionals, both
in terms of patient support and in the organization of
the care process.
The 2021 edition of the Castres Mazamet eHealth
University is stamped with the hallmark of «ending
lockdown», a symbol and a nod to this unprecedented period. «Ending lockdown» means breaking
down barriers, ending isolation, liberating, shaking
things up, breaking out of shackles... We took a huge
leap forward in 2020 due to the impact of the crisis, which pushed us to accelerate the transition. But
we must continue this positive momentum and keep
going full steam ahead!
The Castres-Mazamet urban area and Castres-Mazamet Technopole, which I lead, strive to provide ideal
conditions for the development of business projects,
to encourage the emergence of collaborative projects
and to be a territory for experimentation. As such, we
are very proud to welcome you today, the main actors of change and innovation in the field of eHealth.
The 15th edition promises to be an exciting call to all
players to unleash the ideas and energies conducive
to the large-scale development of eHealth. A very
warm welcome to you all!

A

s proven by the strong momentum in modernizing usage during the COVID-19 public health
crisis, digital technology is at the heart of the healthcare revolution.
It is also a powerful driver for inventing an effective
response to the challenges facing the sector and to
accelerate the shift towards a so-called «5Ps» medicine: personalized, preventive, predictive, participative and based on proof of a medical service provided
to patients.
This digital health transformation must be carried out
for the benefit of the general population and patients.
In particular, it is about improving quality of life, care
organization and preventing inequalities in access to
treatment.
The public authorities have launched the «Digital
Health» acceleration strategy as part of the «France
Recovery» Plan and the Future Investment Program.
This acceleration strategy aims to promote the emergence of innovative solutions, based on multidisciplinary scientific approaches and ambitious medico-economic models, to conquer the digital health
market, which is growing rapidly worldwide.
It is in this context that the digital transformation of
the healthcare sector has been fully integrated into
the 2030 Health Innovation Plan, launched on June
29 by the French President. This ambitious plan, with
a budget of €7 billion, aims to place France at the
forefront of European research and independence in
the field of health.
To meet the challenges posed by dynamic growth but
also by the aging of its population, the Occitania region can rely on an exceptional entrepreneurial eco-

system, favorable to innovation and the development
of new eHealth technologies, allowing it to meet
these societal and territorial challenges.
The excellence of regional companies in healthcare,
but also in space, sensors, ICT and, more broadly,
digital technology, has already led to the development of a number of tools: care pathway platforms,
systems for improving care for dependent persons,
fall detection, virtual eyeglass fitting, capturing and
broadcasting videos of surgical operations, a health
record connected to doctors, connected pillboxes,
connected prostheses, etc. These examples testify to
the multiple, cross-disciplinary solutions provided by
digital health. These solutions have many applications
in personalized, outpatient and preventive medicine,
for improving clinical trials, in preclinical research and
in epidemiology.
A real reflection of our collective commitment, the
eHealth University brings together all the players and
experts in the field at the national level. I would like
to commend the Castres-Mazamet Technopole for organizing this event, which is now a reference point in
France, and I would like to thank the city of Castres
and the Tarn Chamber of Commerce and Industry for
hosting this new edition.
I would also like to thank the many healthcare professionals, manufacturers, start-ups, patients, elected officials, researchers and students who are taking
part in this unifying event, demonstrating the momentum behind a common objective: to make digital
technology a driving force at the service of the modernization and efficiency of sustainable healthcare
systems and of their users.
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CAROLE DELGA

CHRISTOPHE RAMOND

© Boutonnet Laurent

President of the Region
Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée

Chairman of the Council
of the Tarn Département

“Département,
For the Council of the Tarn
access to care

“affected
The global crisis that has
us all has been a full-scale test

everywhere and for everyone
is a priority.

of the tremendous potential and
exceptional capabilities of eHealth.

A

fter a year of inactivity, I am confident that
the 15th edition of the eHealth University will
be particularly popular with the entire medical
community, as well as by professionals in the sector, civil society and institutions.
The Region has been a long-standing partner of
this event organized by Castres-Mazamet Technopole, a territory that is leading the way in this
field.
The global crisis that has affected us all has been
a full-scale test of the tremendous potential and
exceptional capabilities of eHealth.
I would like to cite two figures that speak for
themselves: while 32,000 telemedicine procedures had been reimbursed by the health insurance system over the course of a year, in just
one week, between February and March 2020,
1 million procedures were reimbursed.

The demand is there, and it is now up to us to
grow, shape and organize the sector to compete
with the countries that are leading the way, notably the United States and Japan.
Since 2016, the Region has implemented a series
of measures to help companies develop their projects. More recently, we have adopted the Health
and Well-Being plan, which includes the goal of
greater equality of access to care; eHealth solutions will play a major role in this. And there are
numerous highly promising projects.
I have no doubt that this summer university will
be a great opportunity to discover some real
gems.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you
informative and rewarding encounters!

A

fter many months, it’s now time to end the
lockdown on eHealth!
For this 15th edition, the Council of the Tarn Département continues to stand alongside the
Castres-Mazamet eHealth University organizers. A
key event during which actors in the health sector
can meet and discuss new technologies and innovations that improve our health.
For the Council of the Tarn Département, access
to care everywhere and for everyone is a priority.
In light of the current public health crisis, access
to care for citizens in the Tarn Département is of
utmost importance.
The Département is working on solutions that are
well-suited to the specific features of every part
of our region and on ensuring healthcare professionals are present throughout the département’s
territory. We have been deploying innovative solutions for years thanks to our “Tarn Santé” health
plan.

ment, taking into account new medical practices
and the expectations of young physicians, while
planning for the retirement of those currently
exercising, and circulating offers to attract new
doctors to our communities. I am well aware that
eHealth is a major tool and launched the installation of fibre-optic internet throughout the Tarn
Département, which should be completed by the
end of 2022 at the latest.
Also, every year, €3 million are invested notably
to support communities with projects to create
multidisciplinary health centres. Thanks to these
investments, we are able to meet the new need
of healthcare professionals: working together on
a single site and sharing medical information to
better treat patients.
With the eHealth University, the dynamism of the
Tarn Département is at the forefront. Dynamism
at the service of our health and wellbeing!

With our partners, we are proactive in facilitating
the arrival of new doctors in the Tarn Départe-
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Organiser

Innovating here means
moving forward together!
Working together to build the innovation of the future in our region has been
our mission since 2005. This is combined with a real commitment to sharing
all our skills and know-how with you, whether you are a student, designer,
entrepreneur or researcher. We aim both to help you make your innovative
project a reality and to promote it.

OUR VOCATION
Territorial

organization
and development

Workshops/ Conferences
Collaborative projects
Open Innovation programme
Entrepreneurship among students
International events
Network development

Follow us

Supporting innovative

castres-mazamet-technopole.fr
Our financial support

Castres-Mazamet Technopole is the inno-

entrepreneurs

vation support structure for the economic development of the region, and has been committed
since its creation to a quality approach in assisting
entrepreneurs and innovative businesses.
Accredited Technopole by the French Innovation
Network – RETIS and Business Innovation Center
by the European Business Network EBN.

Startup accelerator
Funding innovation projects
Engineering of innovation projects
Partner networks

With more than 50 events every year – the
e-health University, symposia, conferences, thematic meetings, a real hub of social and technological innovations – we work with you to facilitate
and promote the different areas of innovation,
by creating unique opportunities for knowledge

Subscribe

sharing, exchange and interaction. Hosting your
innovations is at the very heart of our missions.
Hosting your innovations is our most exciting
challenge and also contributes to enhancing our
region’s reputation. Innovating here means bringing together the best of you and us!
As a highly committed, people-focused team, we
are at your side and give our utmost to provide you with the tailor-made support you need to
create and develop your business.
The main objective of what we do is always to
ensure your success, helping your project progress
and bringing it to fruition!

Our labels
Le Causse Espace d’Entreprises >> F-81100 Castres >> Tel.: +33 (0)5 63 73 51 30
technopole@castres-mazamet.com >> www.castres-mazamet-technopole.com

CMT-Kakemono-EN-2020.indd 1

06/09/2021 20:01
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Presentation of the event

“eHealth: the end of lockdown!” is the 2021 program’s theme

At the initiative of Castres-Mazamet Technopole BIC,
innovation support structure for the economic
development of the region
For the past 15 years, the eHealth University
has brought people together for dialogue and
debate, with the aim of covering all areas of
progress in eHealth. It was created to support
the development of digital health, for the benefit of our society.
The event now attracts people from all over the
world, thanks to the efforts of Castres-Mazamet
Technopole and regional players.
The eHealth Summer University has always kept
ahead of the very latest developments in digital
health, and in 2021 became the Castres-Mazamet
eHealth University.
Under the joint sponsorship of Cédric O

From now on, and throughout the year, the
eHealth University offers an augmented vision
of digital health through its events, active social
networks, and 15 years of dialogue, which can be
watched on its YouTube channel.
Unmissable and interdisciplinary, it enables health
professionals, industrial solution providers, researchers, patient networks, etc. to discuss eHealth
and prompt changes in practices, the market, or
even technologies.
This transformation also applies to what is now
the eHealth University Summer Camp. Over a
period of two days, the Summer Camp enables
players and decision-makers from the health, social care, and technological innovation sectors to
debate the use of ICT in the field of health and
wellness.

It is a call to all stakeholders and operators to unlock their potential so that eHealth can also be
“unlocked” and take its rightful place in different health systems and care pathways.”
⇢ Lifting territorial obstacles so that we can all take advantage of our different experiences, from
the territorial hospital groups to international structures;
⇢ Lifting obstacles on practices, so that implementation replaces relentless, repeated experimentation;
⇢ Lifting technological obstacles so that access to the same quality of care is finally a reality;
⇢ Lifting obstacles facing actors so that the discussions that started 15 years ago at the eHealth
University continue well after the summer.

SUMMER SCHOOL
23 and 24 september 2021

Two days for a total immersion into connected health
An ambitious programme
The programme for Summer Camp eHealth University is designed to be your SatNav for eHealth,
two days for a total immersion into connected
health through round tables, workshops and
conferences for you to listen to and exchange
with prestigious and influentual speakers of the
sector.

@GézelinGrée – MEFR

The eHealth Awards
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SECRETARY OF STATE
RESPONSIBLE FOR DIGITAL
SWITCHOVER AND
ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS

The eHealth University throughout the year on:

universite-e-sante @univEsante

@univesante esanteTV

Every year, the eHealth Awards are a showcase
for digital health innovations whether for the hospital environment or to improve prevention, patient
monitoring, the efficiency
of the healthcare system,

or to facilitate the deployment and integration of
new technologies in the world of healthcare and
caregiving.
2021 innovation: the eHealth Business Model
Trophy, because subsidies and other experimentation programs cannot be the basis for the rollout of eHealth.

Professional and effective
networking
To facilitate contacts between all of these players,
the summer school of eHealth University offers
pre-programmed, 30-minute “speed-meetings”
to attract and convince industrial stakeholders,
healthcare professionals, funders and investors…
and to build partnerships.
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Scientific advisors

Scientific

Robert Chu

Founder of Embleema,
the platform that is
revolutionising clinical trials
and the sharing of health data.

David Gruson

Founder of Ethik-IA, member
of the Management Board
of the Healthcare Chair, Higher
Institute of Political Studies,
Paris.
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Béatrice Garrette

CEO of Pierre Fabre Foundation.

Joris Jonon

Director of Lot and Garonne
Regional Healthcare Agency.

advisors

Armelle Graciet

Elyes Lamine

Philippe Péridont

Dr. Marc Labrunée

Emmanuelle Pierga

Jean-Christophe Zerbini

Director of Industrial Affairs,
SNITEM – board member
and dealflow manager,
Angels Santé.

Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation Department of
Telehealth, Toulouse University.
Hospital.

Associate professor, The
Graduate Engineering school
ISIS of Castres.

Marketing and Communication
Manager of CTM Group.

Director of The CastresMazamet intercommunal
Hospital Center and of the
Revel Hospital Center.

Anca Petre

Pharmacist, Digital health &
Blockchain COO at 23
consulting.

Director of GIP esanté Occitanie.
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CCI Tarn plan

CCI Tarn plan

Others places
of eHealth
University

REFRESHMENT
ZONE

SHOWROOM

LOUNGE AREA

Recommended parking

Pierre Fabre stadium

AUDITORIUM

CASTRES

EXHIBITORS
HALL

Municipal Theater
SMALL
AMPHITHEATRE

Gardens

BUSINESS
CONVENTION

RECEPTION

Chamber of commerce and industry

1m

Recommended parking

Respect the direction of traffic
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Wear a mask
Respect physical distancing

Wash your hands
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Thurday 23 september
CCI SHOWROOM

CCI AUDITORIUM
8:30 // 9:00

CCI SMALL AMPHITHEATRE

WELCOME TO THE

Inauguration of 15th eHealth University
Summer School edition
1O:00 // 1O:15 C O F FEE B R EAK NETWOR KING

9:00 // 11:30

9:00 // 11:30

EHEALTH AWARDS AUDITIONS

EHEALTH AWARDS AUDITIONS

10:15 // 11:30
The big debates of the ehealth university

BUSINESS
CONVENTION

Will eHealth allow regional and local
authorities to play a key role in public
health?
11:30 // 11:40 C O F FEE B R EAK NETWOR KING

11:30 // 11:40

11:45 // 12:30

11:40 // 12:30

Digital technology as a facilitator of
access to care
Castres-Mazamet Technopole

eHealth: the end of lockdown for users with
“Mon Espace Santé”
Formatic Santé

14:00 // 15:15
The big debates of the ehealth university

Cybersecurity: breaking the taboos!

PAUSE

15:30 // 16:00
The Keynotes of eHealth university

Clinical trials: the end of lockdown!

16:00 // 16:15

11:30 // 11:40

C O F F E E B R E A K N E T WO R K ING

11:40 // 12:30

Using data to benefit patients and medical research: a look at three
innovative solutions
Eurobiomed

LUNCH

12:30 // 14:00

15:15 // 15:30

COFFE E BRE A K N E T WORKI N G

PAUSE

16:15 // 16:45
The Keynotes of eHealth university

14:00 // 14:50

Are eHealth pioneers good communicators?
Festival de la Communication Santé

14:00 // 14:50

14:50 // 15:00

14:50 // 15:00

COFFE E BRE A K N E T WORKI N G

The financing of digital tools: the end of lockdown
Olinn
C O F F E E B R E A K NE T WO R K IN G

15:00 // 15:50

Innovation in healthcare: the end of
lockdown - a look back at the proposals of the
Innovation Days think tank»
Amgen

15:00 // 15:50

15:50 // 16:00

15:50 // 16:00

COFFE E BRE A K N E T WORKI N G

16:00 // 16:50

Adaptability and interoperability of smart
service platforms for aging well at home
Isis

Generalizing remote monitoring in a
more connected, post-lockdown world
Amgen

Legal news: Key takeaways from the year 2021 on digital health
Smalt Avocats

BUSINESS
CONVENTION

C O F F E E B R E A K NE T WO R K IN G

16:00 // 16:20

Santé.fr, the public service for health-related information
ANS
16:20 // 16:25

C O F F E E B R E A K NE T WO R K IN G

16:25 // 16:45

Let’s end the lockdown on education and research in eHealth with
Toulouse Business School ! (TBS)
COFFE E B RE AK NE TWORKING

17:00 // 18:00 Inaugural Conference: Have the barriers to eHealth finally

eHealth
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CASTRES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

9:00 // 10:00

16:45 // 17:00

16

CCI HALL

18:00 // 19:00 Transfer to Castres
19:00 // 20:30 The eHealth Awards ceremony
20:30

been lifted? The perspective of Laura Létourneau et du Dr Sam Shah
Olympique rugby stadium
(Streaming)
Cocktail and Gala dinner

Translate

Thursday 23 september

Program
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Friday 24 september
7h30 // 8h30 SPORT

WORKSHOP IN CASTRES OLYMPIQUE

CCI SHOWROOM

CCI AUDITORIUM

9:00 // 10:15
The big debates of the ehealth university

2021: The barriers to mental eHealth
have finally broken down!

9:00 // 9:50

Duck confit or eHealth technical doctrine which recipe do you need to master?
GIP e-santé Occitania
9:50 // 1O:00

1O:15 // 1O:30 COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING
10:30 // 11:00
The Keynotes of eHealth university

The Ségur de la santé and digital health
ARS Occitania
11:00 // 11:15 COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING
11:15 // 12:30
The big debates of the ehealth university

Between promises and reality, how to
implant AI in our health systems?

COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING

10:00 // 10:50

Be a G_NIUS! Imagine tomorrow’s G_NIUS
service
ANS
10:50 // 11:00

COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING

11:00 // 11:25

When pharma meets the challenge of
adopting an innovative patient-oriented
service: the TAVIE Skin example
Pierre Fabre

CCI HALL

9:00 // 9:50

Lifting the obstacles to eHealth thanks to cooperation between the
space and health sectors!
Medes
9:50 // 1O:00

COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING

10:00 // 10:50

Collective, Decompartmentalized, Coordinated. What if telehealth
could at last speed up the transformation of our healthcare system?
MesDocteurs
10:50 // 11:00

COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING

11:00 // 11:50

BUSINESS
CONVENTION

eHealth: the end of lockdown: what are the benefits of
teleconsultation for health care institutions?
CTM Group

Lifting obstacles for patients and
mobilizing local players
Pharmagest
12:00 // 12:30

The electronic signature: an important
facet of digital transformation, and key to
the healthcare sector
Oodrive

12:00 // 12:30

Harmonie Mutuelle’s health technology strategy
Harmonie Mutuelle

LUNCH

12:30 // 13:50
13:50 // 15:30
The big debates of the ehealth university

Towards a global teleconsultation
market?

13:50 // 14:40

eHealth must be deployed in basic and
continuing education programmes to
guarantee the success of the digital
transformation
FormaticSanté
Hospital outside the walls: what
transformation of the University Hospital’s
Information System to meet the challenges
it faces?
Toulouse University Hospital

15:30 // 15:45 Transfer to Castres Municipal Theater

Université
eHealth
university
de
la e-santé

CCI SMALL AMPHITHEATRE

11:30 // 11:50

14:50 // 15:30
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RUGBY STADIUM PIERRE FABRE

13:50 // 14:10
The Keynotes of eHealth university

Using health data with patient participation: the end of lockdown!

14:20 // 14:50

Patient flow management before, during and after the Covid crisis:
lessons and prospects for hospitals
Silbo
14:50 // 15:30

15:45 // 17:00 Grand closing conference - Artificial intelligence:
17:00 // 18:30

COFFEE BREAK NETWORKING

15:30 // 15:45 Transfer to Castres Municipal Theater

Théâtre Municipal de Castres

the power to state the truth - Eric Sadin

C O C K TA I L

BUSINESS
CONVENTION

Translate

Friday 24 september

Program

Théâtre Municipal de Castres
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Detailed program

Thurday 23 september

Thursday 23 september 2021

9:00 – 10:00 // Inauguration of 15th eHealth University Summer School edition
Showroom

// Hosted by Martin Venzal, journalist
Designed and led by the Castres-Mazamet Technopole technology hub, the eHealth University is
a time for interdisciplinary meetings bringing together groups as diverse as telecommunications
operators, patients, big data, funders and regulators, and, of course, healthcare institutions and
professionals. This year, the eHealth University will celebrate the 15th edition of its summer
university programme by tackling the issue of how obstacles to eHealth can be lifted. “eHealth:
the end of lockdown!” is not just the programme’s theme, but a call to all stakeholders and
operators to unlock their potential. Indeed – and the global health crisis that has been ongoing
for the last year demonstrates this every day – it is time to lift the obstacles to eHealth and
allow it to play its rightful role in the different healthcare systems and patient care journeys.
An event under the joint sponsorship of Cédric O, Secretary of State responsible for digital
switchover and electronic communications and in the presence of Laura Letourneau, Ministerial
delegate for the digital transition for the French Ministry of Health.

8:30 – 9:00 // Welcome to the Castres Chamber of commerce and industry

Continuously throughout the day // The Business Convention
Sponsored by Esendex
Hall

With the participation of:
⇢ Pascal Bugis, President of the Castres-Mazamet Conurbation Metropolitan District
⇢ Christophe Ramond, President of the Council of the Tarn Département
⇢ Vincent Bounes, Vice-President of French Occitania Region
⇢ François Proisy, Sub-prefect of Castres

10:00 – 10:15 // Coffee break networking

Advance registration online (plaform)

10:15 – 11:30 // The big debates of the ehealth university

9:00 – 11:30 // Ehealth awards auditions
Auditorium

Small amphitheatre

⇢ Well-being

⇢ Covid 19

⇢ Handicap

9:00 Food In Tech
9:20 Helpyourself
⇢ Healthcare
professionals
& caregivers
9:35 Siview
9:45 FollowPatient
9:55 Betterise

10:10 Anamnèse
10:20 Intrasense
10:30 TokTokDoc

9:00 Origin’ailes
9:10	Lulu va être
opérée
9:20 DéfiGame
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⇢ IA / Big Data
10:45 Siview
10:55 Boneview
11:05 DermaExpert

⇢S
 tructures Health
and medico social
establishments
9:35	Point
Outwords

9:45
9:55

Toktokdoc
FoodInTech

⇢ Patients
10:10 DermaExpert
10:20 Doc2U
10:30	Point
Outwords

Will eHealth allow regional and local authorities to play a key role
in public health?
Showroom

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
The government defines public healthcare policy to ensure continuity throughout the country,
as well as equal access. However, the involvement of regional and local authorities is key when
it comes to implementation. The organization of regions and territories is complex, and these
authorities use many tools to devise local health policies. What innovations have our territories

21
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Detailed program
tried out? Will ICT allow local and regional authorities to truly play their rightful role at the heart
of public health policies and medico-social services?
With the participation of:
⇢
Dr Etienne Moulin, Counselor of the Tarn Departement, president of the Tarn Medical
Association
⇢ Joris Jonon, Director of the departmental delegation of Lot-et-Garonne, ARS Nouvelle-Aquitaine
⇢ Pr Vincent Bounes, Vice-President of French Occitania Region
⇢ Philippe Bédère, strategy advisor, MIPIH
⇢ Rebeca Martin Osuna, Secretary General of the Federation of Territorial Health Professional Communities

11:30 – 11:40 // Coffee break networking

11:40 - 12:30

eHealth: the end of lockdown for users with Mon Espace Santé
Auditorium

In collaboration with Formatic Santé
// Hosted by Christophe Biondini, President of Formatic Santé
Although, as of January 2022, all French citizens will be able to access and provide access to their
health data via ”Mon Espace Santé”, the population of Haute Garonne will have this opportunity
as early as July 2021. This department in the Occitania region is one of the three where the 2022
”Ma Santé” programmes flagship app will be tested in France. During this workshop, the CPAM
of Haute Garonne will present initial feedback on the pilot project as well as the viewpoints of
users and professionals regarding this app. Participants will understand why the commitment and
involvement of industry operators constitute a key success factor for this project. Based on the
initial feedback from the pilot project, Dominique Pon will present the national strategy and future
steps to provide all citizens with access to “Mon Espace Santé” in January 2022.
With the participation of:
⇢ Dominique Pon, Ministerial delegate for digital health (visio)
⇢ Nathalie Lagrace Giraud, ”Mon Espace Santé” Pilot Project Manager at the CPAM for the
Haute Garonne department
⇢ Jean-Michel Bruel, Chairman of France Assos Santé Occitanie
⇢ Dr Jean Christophe Calmes, Chairman, URPS Médecins Occitanie
⇢ Cyril Klein, Director of strategy and transformation – MIPIH
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Thurday 23 september

11:40 – 12:30

Using data to benefit patients and medical research: a look at
three innovative solutions
Small amphitheatre

In collaboration with competitiveness cluster Eurobiomed
// Hosted by Céline Bedja, Toulouse Ecosystem Project Manager at the competitiveness cluster Eurobiomed
Measuring the patient experience, optimizing the care pathway, generating predictive models
from “small data”, biomodelling treatment to optimize its effectiveness, find out about different
uses of data processing for the benefit of patients and medical research.
With the participation of:
⇢ Exolis, Measuring the patient experience with a connected patient portal solution: How can
we ensure more accurate measurement of the patient experience with connected tools? Christophe Rosso, CEO of Exolis
⇢ Exactcure, A Digital Twin for the Effective Use of Medicines: How your Digital Twin simulates your personal response to a medicine - Frédéric Dayan, Co-founder, CEO of Exacture
⇢ MyDataModels, Creating predictive models from small datasets: it can be done! MyDataModels technology, interpretable, operational AI - Felix Kudelka, Development and
Partnership Manager at MyDataModels
Time for discussion with participants - questions and answers

11:45 – 12:30

Digital technology as a facilitator of access to care
Small amphitheatre 

Organized by Castres-Mazamet Technopole
// H
 osted by Martin Venzal, journalist
Day after day, digital technology demonstrates its ability to reinvent patient follow-up and create
new ways of exercising the medical profession that is more in line with user needs and expectations. It facilitates access to medical expertise and reduces inequality in the access to healthcare throughout the country. However, healthcare professionals must be trained and patients’
knowledge must be integrated so that these patients can better understand their treatment.
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With the participation of:
⇢ Philippe Péridont, Director General of the Castres-Mazamet Intercommunal Hospital,
scientific advisor to the eHealth University
⇢ Pauline d’Orgeval, CEO of deuxiemeavis.fr
⇢ Dr Marie-Noëlle Cufi, Chair of the Medical Committee (CME), Head of the Medicine Unit
- Intercommunal Hospital Centre of Castres-Mazamet
⇢ Jérôme Billois, Castres Nurse Training Institute (IFSI), with a student

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch networking

Thurday 23 september

14:00 – 14:50

Are eHealth pioneers good communicators?
Auditorium

In partnership with the Healthcare Communication Festival
// H
 osted by Eric Phélippeau, CEO of ByAgency, Honorary President of FNIM At a time of
unprecedented global crisis, health is at the heart of all the concerns of our society and Dominique Noël, President of the Healthcare Communication Festival.

Under the big top

14:00 – 15:15 // The big debates of the ehealth university

Cybersecurity: breaking the taboos!
Showroom

Sponsored by IMS Networks

Research, innovation and digital technology are joining forces to meet the worldwide challenges
posed by Covid.
Over and above this crisis, there is significant acceleration and growth in eHealth.
New companies are bringing vitality, innovation and renewal to the health sector.
Finding the right idea, developing the right concept and implementing a project is never easy.
The same is true for communication. Are managers who are technically highly effective good
communicators?
The mastery of communication in all its forms is the essential complement to these companies’
success. They have the know-how, they need to make it known!
To better understand the impact of communication on a company’s development, we will have
the pleasure of welcoming 3 eHealth entrepreneurs.

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
Many cyberattacks happen every day. Healthcare institutions can either be targets or collateral
victims. More generally, it seems that human security strategies - whether organizational or
technical - of healthcare institutions are ineffective in providing a suitable response to the actual risk. How are the security strategies actually implemented in the field? Do the teams and
software suppliers really understand IT security stakes? What tools are needed to improve the
situation?

With the participation of:
⇢ Laurent Mignon, Co-founder and Associate Director LauMa communication
⇢ Cédric Chabal, Associate Director Smart Data Power & Smart Data Health
⇢ Stéphanie Laporte, Head of Social Media Agency OTTA
⇢ Jean-François Ramadier, Co-founder Partner chez Victories&Co

With the participation of:
⇢ Vincent Templier, Chief Information Security Officer for the East Hérault - South Aveyron
University Hospital and Territorial Hospital Grouping (GHT)
⇢ Bruno Charrat, Deputy Director, Cybersecurity Institute/French Atomic Energy Commission
⇢ Antoine Vacher, Consultant Pentest, Cyblex Technologies, filiale d’IMS Networks
⇢ Charlotte Drapeau, Head of Unit of the Health and Social Affairs Unit within ANSSI (French
National Agency for the Security of Information Systems)
⇢
Dr Saif F Abed, Founding Partner & Director of Cybersecurity Advisory Services, The
AbedGraham Group
⇢ Olivier Siegler, Digital Organisation Process Information System Director, Pierre Fabre Laboratories
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14:00 – 14:50

The financing of digital tools: the end of lockdown

Thurday 23 september

15:00 – 15:50

Legal news: Key takeaways from the year 2021 on digital health

Small amphitheatre

Small amphitheatre

In partnership with Olinn

In partnership with Smalt Avocats

In a complex health environment, innovative financing approaches appear to be a solution for
financing the latest generation health technologies that establishments and health professionals
need to improve their performance and productivity. We invite you to discover the new existing
scalable solutions adapted to your organization in a global and sustainable approach.
With the participation of:
⇢ Frédéric Martin, Health market manager, Olinn
⇢ Xavier Lequien, Commercial Director, Olinn

15:00 – 15:50

Innovation in healthcare: the end of lockdown - a look back at
the proposals of the Innovation Days think tank
Auditorium

In partnership with Amgen

// Hosted by Maud LAMBERT, Partner of Smalt Avocats and in charge of the IP/IT, data and
e-health practice of Smalt Avocats
The year 2021 is particularly rich in terms of digital health: CNIL (French National Commission
for Information Technology and Civil Liberties) “health data” guidelines, ethical guidelines, data
processing related to COVID, CNIL sanctions, draft European regulations on AI, implementation
of the Ma Santé 2022 national strategy, health data warehouses, application of the European
regulations on medical devices, security breaches, etc.
We will take a look at this news from a legal perspective and present the practical consequences for health players.

15:30 – 16:00 // The Keynotes of eHealth university

Clinical trials: the end of lockdown!
Showroom

At the end of 2020, Unicancer, Biolabs, Roland Berger, the University of Paris Foundation and
Amgen created a 100% digital think tank to collectively find solutions to facilitate the implementation of innovation in healthcare. More than 100 participants from various professional
backgrounds, working on four topics (Human Data, Land of Champions, Change of Scale, Future
of Care), came up with 16 proposals. This workshop will be an opportunity to debate these
propositions and take stock of their implementation by the public authorities.

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly reduced patient access to clinical trial centres. In
light of this difficulty, clinical research is coming up with solutions to collect data directly from
patients without having them attend a centre (“Virtual Trials”) and to generate data from the
control arm of the clinical trial, not with patients administered with placebos who have the
same difficulty accessing centres, but with real-life data that already exists, such as medical
files (“Synthetic Control Arm” solutions).

With the participation of:
⇢ Emilie François, Responsible for engineering project, University of Paris Foundation
⇢ A representative of Roland Berger
⇢ Pr. Antoine Tesnière, Director of PariSanté Campus

With the participation of:
⇢ Robert Chu, Scientific advisor of eHealth University, founder of Embleema
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16:00 - 16:20

Santé.fr, the public service for health-related information
Small amphitheatre

In partnership with ANS (French Digital Health Agency)
In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, Santé.fr has had to acquire the capacity to almost instantaneously provide exhaustive, accurate and reliable information in line with changes in the
doctrine and also flawlessly meet the needs of citizens.
This has truly tested our methods. From the identification of needs to more flexible development and the aggregation and production of content, Santé.fr has proven able to constantly
review its way of operating so as to provide the quality needed in very short time frames to
serve the population.
With the participation of:
⇢ Céline Bihan, Project manager, French Digital Health Agency
⇢ Rachel Duriez, Assistant to the Delegate of the Public Health Information Service, Ministry
of Solidarity and Health

Thurday 23 september
tools for their tasks. Moreover, they encourage a patient-centric process regarding treatment
and empowerment. These platforms are characterized by the heterogeneity of the type of
users, the diversity of their tasks and related operational goals, and the disparity between their
hardware and software infrastructure.
The use of these service platforms requires adaptability and end-to-end interoperability whether
in terms of healthcare professionals (consultation and delegation) or the infrastructure itself
(communication, archiving and digital processing). The objective of this workshop is to present
the advantages of these platforms, in particular to age well at home, and to identify and discuss specific challenges facing every layer (IoT platform, profession-specific platform) and the
coordination of their actions to adapt and thereby maintain a balance between changes in the
infrastructure’s constraints and changes in professional requirements (e.g. personal prevention
plan, user needs, changes in the environment).
With the participation of:
⇢ Pr. Khalil Drira, Research Director at LAAS-CNRS, IOT spécialist
⇢ Pr. Mounir Mokthari, Professor at Institut Mines Télécom, Director of the Chair Quality of
Life, Associated researcher NUS (National University of Singapore)
⇢ Pr. Antoine Avignon, University Professor and Hospital Practitioner, University Hospital
of Montpellier

16:15 – 16:45 // The Keynotes of eHealth university
16:00 – 16:50

Adaptability and interoperability of smart service platforms for
aging well at home
Auditorium

In partnership with the ISIS School of Engineering for Healthcare Information Technology and Systems
// Hosted by Dr. Elyes Lamine, Associate professor, The Graduate Engineering school ISIS,
Institut National Universitaire Champollion - Castres, Toulouse University, Research fellow at
the industrial engineering department of IMT Mines d’Albi
Over recent years, the development of professional services platforms has been of growing
interest to healthcare operators, in particular thanks to their potential in terms of the collection
and real-time analysis of professional and environmental data related to the patient’s life with a
view to diagnostics and prevention. These platforms are considered to constitute key factors in
breaking down barriers in the healthcare system, in particular between the hospital, city doctors
and patients’ homes. They encourage practices focused on improved, structured and targeted
communication between the different healthcare professionals and provide decision-making
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Generalizing remote monitoring in a more connected,
post-lockdown world
Showroom

In partnership with Amgen
Everything you need to know about the challenges of the announced generalization of remote
medical monitoring.
Drawing on the lessons learned from the successful project involving clinical monitoring of heart
failure at home (SCAD-IC) in Normandy, Amgen and its partners have made a number of proposals to the French government in the context of the announcement of a generalization of the
ETAPES experimental programme. This conference will be an opportunity to better understand
the economic and medical contribution of remote monitoring and the ambitions of the public
authorities ahead of the next PLFSS (French social security financing bill), taking into account
the impact of the Covid-19 crisis on the healthcare system.
With the participation of:

⇢ Pr. Rémi Sabatier, telemedicine associate professor at the University of Caen Normandie,
Interventional cardiologist at Caen Normandie University Hospital

⇢ A representative of the public authorities
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16:25 – 16:45

Let’s end the lockdown on education and research in eHealth with
Toulouse Business School!

Thurday 23 september

18:00 – 19:00 // Transfer to Castres Olympique rugby stadium
Buses will be waiting for you after the conference to take you to the Pierre Fabre stadium and then
back downtown after the ceremony.

Small amphitheatre

In partnership with TBS
The acceptability of mobile applications in health and telemedicine, confidence in digital health
technologies, opportunities for the development of new digital solutions, and Data Analytics
in eHealth, etc., these are just some of the topics addressed by researchers in Management
Science at Toulouse Business School. Françoise Le Deist and Roxana Ologeanu-Taddei, professors at TBS, will present a few examples of research conducted at their institution in partnership
with healthcare professionals and eHealth companies. They will also talk about the project to
create a specialized eHealth chair at TBS.
With the participation of:
⇢ Françoise Le-Deist, Professor TBS Toulouse Business School
⇢ Roxana Ologeanu-Tadedei, Professor of information systems management at Toulouse
Business School

19:00 – 20:30 // The eHealth Awards ceremony
Castres Olympique rugby stadium Pierre Fabre 

16:45 – 17:00 // Coffee break networking

17:00 – 18:00 // Inaugural Conference

2021: Have the barriers to eHealth finally been lifted?
The perspective of Laura Letourneau et du Dr Sam Shah

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
The eHealth Awards ceremony will take place at the Pierre Fabre stadium, home of the Castres
Olympique rugby team, under the sponsorship of Laura Létourneau, Ministerial Delegate for
Digital Health.
At this time, the eHealth Awards sponsors, joined by ambassadors, Castres Olympique rugby
players, will hand out 11 awards to the most distinguished projects selected from among more
than 100 proposals.

Showroom

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
Have the barriers to eHealth finally been lifted? Come and debate with two internationally renowned experts, who have been among the architects of digital health policies in France and
Great Britain.
With the participation of:
⇢ Laura Létourneau, Ministerial Delegate for Digital Health to the Minister of Solidarity and
Health
⇢ Dr Sam Shah, Chief Medical Strategy Officer for Numan, previously Director of Digital Development for NHS England and NHSX
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20:30 // Cocktail and Gala dinner
Sponsored by Oodrive
Castres Olympique rugby stadium Pierre Fabre
Shuttles will provide transportation to and from the Pierre Fabre stadium and downtown so you can
return to your accommodation.
Terms and conditions: The evening event is reserved for eHealth University attendees registered for the
cocktail reception.You haven’t registered? Check in with the eHealth University reception desk at the
start of the day for last-minute registration. N.B. The number of places is limited.
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Friday 24 september

Friday 24 september 2021
7:30 – 08:30 // Sport workshop

Castres Olympique rugby stadium Pierre Fabre

Warming up your muscles gently energizes your body before the start of your busy day. The
objective is to warm up your body and slightly increase your heart rate. Forget rope-jumping,
press-ups and crunches. This morning’s exercises will be much gentler.
The global health situation that has lasted for over a year now clearly demonstrates that sports
are more than ever important to protect one’s physical and mental health. Regularly warming
up your muscles also improves performance at work. This session will take place in a pleasant
and friendly atmosphere for sharing and team-building, based on values that are essential to
succeed with ending the lockdown at the 15th edition of the eHealth University.
Intervention of:

⇢ Julien Rebeyrol – Brimeur, Fitness Trainer at Castres Olympique
Registration for the session is mandatory and reserved for eHealth University attendees. A shuttle
will bring participants to and from the stadium/downtown.
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8:30 – 9:00 // Welcome to the Castres Chamber of commerce and industry

Friday 24 september

09:00 – 09:50

Duck confit or eHealth technical doctrine - which recipe do you
need to master?
Continuously throughout the day // The Business Convention
Sponsored by Esendex

Auditorium

In partnership with GIP e-santé Occitania
Hall
Advance registration online (plaform)

09:00 – 10:15 // The big debates of the ehealth university

2021: The barriers to mental eHealth have finally broken down!
Showroom

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
While mental illnesses already affect more than 12 million people and are the number one social security cost item per pathology in France (far ahead of cancer, cardiovascular diseases and
diabetes), the global pandemic has led to the development of new practices and demonstrated
that digital technologies are a crucial facet of mental healthcare solutions.
The epidemic - causing an explosion in the number of teleconsultations and the massive development of digital mental healthcare solutions - has given an unprecedented boost to the
progress made in designing digital solutions for citizens and healthcare professionals.
What benefits and risks do these solutions present? What role do they play in preventing mental
health disorders? How do they help the population concerned? Are they substitutes or complementary tools? What impact do they have on the caregiver/patient relationship?
Will these new practices last over time? Will they enable the existence of a sustainable market?
With the participation of:
⇢ Johanna Couvreur, Mental health project manager, Montaigne Institut
⇢ Dr Fanny Jacq, Mental Health Director at Qare (visio)
⇢ Dr Ludovic Samalin, Professor (PU-PH) of Psychiatry, Department of Adult Psychiatry,
University Hospital of Clermont-Ferrand
⇢ Catherine Cornibert, Doctor of Pharmacy, leads the actions and communication of SPS –
Healthcare Association for professionals in the health sector
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Like a “confit de canard”, the eHealth University is dear to the southwest region of France, and
is now renowned throughout France and the entire world. The Groupement e-santé Occitanie,
an event partner, is offering a workshop to master another key item on the menu, the technical
doctrine on digital health - the frame of reference for digital services designed to share health
data.
While the “confit de canard” recipe varies significantly throughout the southwest region, the
technical doctrine on digital health is the same for everyone - the same form and a common
version that evolves every year thanks to broad consultations and contributions. This document
provides all digital health service providers (publishers, healthcare institutions, etc.) and users
(particularly healthcare and medico-social professionals) with a national technical frame of reference and a roadmap. That said, one needs a strong appetite to tackle its many pages! We
have therefore prepared a game - inspired by the French “Burger Quizz” show - to help you
understand the fundamentals of this doctrine. At this workshop, you will be able to test and
improve your knowledge.
With the participation of:

⇢ Jean-Christophe Zerbini, Director, GIP e-santé Occitania
⇢ David Loupia, Urbanization Team Leader, GIP e-santé Occitania
⇢ Anne Lorin, Project Manager, French Digital Health Agency

09:00 – 09:50

Lifting the obstacles to eHealth thanks to cooperation between
the space and health sectors!
Small amphitheatre

In partnership with French Institute of Space Medicine and Physiology (MEDES)
Cooperation between the space and eHealth/telemedicine sectors has existed for many years,
resulting in successful and lasting collaboration. While the principal areas of collaboration essentially relate to the use of communication services and satellite data, others also exist.
This is why CNES (French National Centre for Space Studies) and MEDES are today initiating
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an innovative approach: Connect4Health. Working with key partners such as the mutualist
group VYV, this initiative aims to support and accelerate the development and deployment of
technological innovations in the health sector, particularly in digital health, by integrating data,
expertise and resources that the space sector can provide.
Based on collaboration with stakeholders in the medical sector (in its broadest sense), the goal
is to bring together health and space ecosystems to tackle the challenges facing the healthcare
market on Earth. Starting with common digital health requirements, the programme focuses on
productive co-innovations to improve everyone’s health, whether on Earth or in Space!
During this workshop, CNES, MEDES and one of their main health partners, the VYV group,
will present the many contributions of space to health, and then their different perspectives
regarding the benefits of this transversal approach and the main features of Connect4health.

Friday 24 september

10:00 – 10:50

Collective, Decompartmentalized, Coordinated. What if telehealth
could at last speed up the transformation of our healthcare
system?
Small amphitheatre

In partnership with MesDocteurs
// Hosted by Lionel Reichardt, eHealth expert

With the participation of:
⇢ Marie-Laure Gouzy, Project Manager, MEDES
⇢A
 representative of VyV group
⇢ Hélène Combes, Applications Project Manager, CNES, the French National Centre for Space
Studies

09:50 – 10:00 // Coffee break networking

The COVID public health crisis kicked off the deployment of telemedicine, which had been
awaited for many years, by boosting the use of teleconsultation and highlighting the benefits of
tele-expertise and remote monitoring. It has also opened up the field of practice to paramedics
with telecare. We can now measure the real added value that telehealth brings to the transformation of our healthcare system. What remains to be done is to make it a permanent part of
the health and care process. How far do we have to go? What are the economic, organizational
and cultural obstacles to overcome and the levers to activate? Join us for a discussion.
With the participation of:

10:00 – 10:50

Be a G_NIUS! Imagine tomorrow’s G_NIUS service

⇢ Marie-Laure Saillard, CEO de MesDocteurs
⇢ Lionel Reichardt, eHealth expert, blogger, 7C’S Health director and DMB MBA Health
educational director

⇢ Dr Bernard Castells, Hospital Practitioner at the University Hospital of CAEN
⇢ Dr Jean-Christophe Steinbach, Medical Information Department, Intercommunal Hospital
Centre of Castres Mazamet

Auditorium

In partnership with ANS (French Digital Health Agency)
With the G_NIUS team, imagine tomorrow’s G_NIUS service. During this workshop, you will
be able to help design the service that G_NIUS will make available to innovators in the near
future. We are counting on you to share your ideas, experience and the major factors that, in
your opinion, will turn this service into a useful tool for entrepreneurs.
With the participation of:
⇢ Anne Bertaud, Project Manager G_NIUS French, Digital Health Agency
⇢ Julien Plagnes, Project Manager Santé.fr / G_NIUS, French Digital Health Agency
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10:30- 11:00 // The Keynotes of eHealth University

The Ségur de la santé and digital health
Showroom 

// Hosted by Occitania Regional Health Agency (ARS)
The digital program of the Ségur de la santé is a key milestone paving the way for the launch of
Mon Espace Santé2 for all French citizens on January 1, 2022. The Ségur de la santé provides
a real boost to the government’s Digital Health roadmap with a massive and historic investment
of 2 billion euros. This will be used to extend the secure sharing of data between professionals
and patients throughout the country, with the aim of improving the care pathway and treatment
for all.
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Innovative financing arrangements have been put in place for publishers to upgrade solutions
and guarantee their interoperability. The Ségur digital program also provides support for transformation, through fixed-rate financing conditional on the achievement of usage targets, in
order to commit healthcare institutions to using these new digital tools.
This presentation will focus on the implementation of the Ségur digital program in the Occitania
region.

Friday 24 september

11:00 – 11:50

eHealth: the end of lockdown: what are the benefits of
teleconsultation for health care institutions?
Small amphitheatre

With the participation of:

⇢ Marie-Christine Labes, Director of Health Information Systems, Occitania Regional Health

In partnership with CTM Group

Agency

⇢ Guy Marty, Head of the Digital Uses in Healthcare Facilities component of the Ségur, Occitania Regional Health Agency and Julien De Joybert, head of the Digital ESMS (Social and
medico-social institutions and departments), Occitania Regional Health Agency will also be
present in the room and will be able to answer questions from the public.

11:00 – 11:25

When pharma meets the challenge of adopting an innovative
patient-oriented service: the TAVIE Skin example
Auditorium

In partnership with Pierre Fabre Group
Hospital medicine requires treatment in a team and this is also increasingly the case beyond the
hospital walls. The CTM Groupe team has devised a new tool so that patients can be offered a
remote consultation, but with the organisation specific to the hospital system. In this workshop,
we invite you to discuss this solution which can be adapted to your health projects and your
information system.
With the participation of:
⇢ Maureen Alivon, Global Patient Centricity Oncology chez Pierre Fabre Group

Hospital medicine requires treatment in a team and this is also increasingly the case beyond the
hospital walls. The CTM Groupe team has devised a new tool so that patients can be offered a
remote consultation, but with the organisation specific to the hospital system. In this workshop,
we invite you to discuss this solution which can be adapted to your health projects and your
information system.
With the participation of:
⇢ Dr Estelle Morau, Hospital Practitioner and Deputy medical director at CTM Groupe (by
video)
⇢ Hervé Spacagna, Creative and innovation Director at CTM Groupe.

11:15 – 12:30 // The big debates of the ehealth university

Between promises and reality, how to implant AI in our health
systems ?
Showroom

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
AI is a high-growth area of research with a bright future. Although the scope of technological
advances in AI is very broad, health is one of the areas wherein development of AI will be the
greatest in future years. But despite its attraction, healthcare professionals, researchers and
the public at large still have many questions. How to improve care and the healthcare system
itself? And how can we incorporate AI and the analysis of big data into our healthcare system
without falling into a utopian or catastrophic mindset? What innovations are truly integrated
today into our healthcare system?
With the participation of:
⇢ Eric Sadin, Writer et philosopher
⇢ Benjamin Revcolevschi, Managing Director Fujitsu France
⇢ Dr Vincent Lubrano, Neurosurgeon at the Clinique de l’Union (Private Hospital)
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⇢ Thibault de Chalus, Head of Innovation & Digital, Amgen
⇢ Anca Petre, Pharmacist, Digital health & Blockchain COO at 23 consulting

11:30 – 11:50

Lifting obstacles for patients and mobilizing local players
Auditorium

In partnership with PHARMAGEST
Why are we irresponsible with regard to our health? What about local players to act on prevention? What opportunities do manufacturers have in terms of tools?
With the participation of:
⇢ Erwan Salque, Director of the innovation and patient solutions division, Pharmagest
⇢ Tristan Debove, eHealth director, Pharmagest

Friday 24 september

12:00 – 12:30

Harmonie Mutuelle’s health technology strategy
Small amphitheatre

In partnership with Harmonie Mutuelle
Harmonie Mutuelle Groupe Vyv is deploying a health technology strategy for the benefit of patients based on 3 pillars: outreach and influence through sponsorship, partnership and subscribing to health technology investment funds.
`
With the participation of:
⇢ Valérie Sahuc, Innovation Manager, Harmonie Mutuelle

12:30 – 13:50 // Lunch networking
Under the big top

12:00 – 12:30

The electronic signature: an important facet of digital
transformation, and key to the healthcare sector.

13:50 – 15:30 // The big debates of the ehealth university

Towards a global teleconsultation market?

Auditorium

Showroom

In partnership with OODRIVE

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist

The healthcare industry produces mountains of paperwork every day: admission certificates,
proof of care, informed consent, prescriptions, medical discharges, invoices, etc.
With eSignature, you can focus on the health and well-being of your patients. Get rid of paper,
simplify data collection, save time, reduce errors and lower costs.
With the participation of:
⇢ Pauline Girardin, Key Account Manager, Oodrive
⇢ Osée Gayibor, Digital Signature Expert, Oodrive

The Covid-19 crisis has considerably accelerated the adoption of new teleconsultation practices
among both practitioners and patients. It has created significant potential for markets in the
field of teleconsultation and remote medical visits. That said, the 200 or so solution providers
in France who have experienced a shift from an under-use to excess demand have many questions about this incredible growth. At the same time, they must make structural choices in an
environment that is completely unprecedented and still unstable. For example, we are seeing
the emergence of true multinationals in this area, leading to a reshuffling of the competitive
landscape. So, who is best equipped for this new environment? How are the operators positioned? And what are their best growth levers?
With the participation of :

⇢ Dr Mussaad Al Razouki, Chief Business Development Officer, Kuwait Life Sciences Company (visio)
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⇢ Dr Sam Shah, Chief Medical Strategy Officer for Numan, previously Director of Digital Development for NHS England and NHSX

⇢ Pauline d’Orgeval, CEO of deuxiemeavis.fr
⇢ Maud Lambert, Partner of Smalt Avocats and in charge of the IP/IT, data and e-health

Friday 24 september

13:50 – 14:10 // The Keynotes of eHealth University

Using health data with patient participation: the end of lockdown!

practice of Smalt Avocats
Small amphitheatre

13:50 – 14:40

eHealth must be deployed in basic and continuing education
programmes to guarantee the success of the digital transformation

This is one of the great dilemmas of healthcare: how to successfully promote the use of health
data while ensuring its protection? And what if the answer is to be found, quite simply, with the
central players in the healthcare system: patients? What are patients’ preferences in terms of
sharing their health data? How can we create frameworks of trust, transparency and security to
enable usage? What role should technologies like blockchain and AI play? These are just some
of the questions to which we can now offer an initial response.

Auditorium

In partnership with Formatic Santé

With the participation of:
⇢ Anca Petre, Pharmacist, Digital health & Blockchain COO at 23 consulting

// Hosted by Lisette Cazellet, Director of Training of Formatic Santé
While the roadmap for eHealth includes training as a means to accelerate the move towards
digital technology, in the field, and in light of the Covid crisis we have recently experienced,
the truth is that the integration of eHealth in basic training programmes is not yet a reality,
and continuing education programmes on eHealth are still rare or often focused on how to use
certain tools.
The major investments made and/or announced to implement eHealth tools and apps in healthcare and medico-social structures will not be enough to change practices. It is increasingly urgent to also invest in means to bolster digital training programmes and initiatives in both basic
and continuing education, and to support skill-building and improved practices in the healthcare
and medico-social sector.
This workshop will present a certain number of eHealth training initiatives, but additional means
must rapidly be put in place to ensure the success of the digital transformation.
With the participation of:
⇢ Emilie Poisson, Training Manager, Yanis Belouazza and Jade Chalp, students of Physiotherapy Training Institute, Toulouse University Hospital
⇢ Martine Fontaine, Guidance Counsellor, Occitania Regional Health Agency
⇢ Lucien Lucido, GRADeS Occitanie Project Manager
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14:20 – 14:50

Patient flow management before, during and after the Covid
crisis: lessons and prospects for hospitals
Small amphitheatre

In partnership with the Silbo
// Hosted by Antoine Bohuon, CEO of Silbo
At the height of the Covid hospitalization peaks, establishments were under severe pressure.
With Antoine Bohuon, CEO of Silbo, we will analyze the responses and adaptations of organizations, both in France and abroad. Antoine will share his vision of the challenges of flow control
and the solutions that could be applied to the operational management of hospitals.
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Detailed program

14:40 – 15:30

Hospital outside the walls: what transformation of the University
Hospital’s Information System to meet the challenges it faces
(Digital Health Space, billing, digital coordination system, national
interoperability framework, etc.)?
Auditorium

In partnership with Toulouse University Hospital
The current Covid crisis has been an “eHealth accelerator”, boosted by our UMTT (transversal
eHealth medical unit), and the end of the lockdown and recovery of business activity must be
able to take advantage of its unprecedented advances. Toulouse University Hospital must now
meet the challenge of offering digital services that also cover out-patient treatment by:
- Organizing eHealth activities as a care offering in clinical units, perfectly integrated into treatment IS - what type of approach, what type of organization and what are the stakes?
- Organizing the information system so that it truly covers territorial needs and meets national
challenges - presentation of the outpatient IS project, a tool to meet interoperability challenges.
- Adopting an innovation and forward-looking approach to support eHealth and digital transformation projects (ICOPE, CART, IA projects, etc.).
Based on these three themes, the objective is to present the transition taking place among both
healthcare operators and digital services.
With the participation of:
⇢ Nicolas Delaporte, Director of the Information System, Toulouse University Hospital, Administrative Head of the Unité Médicale Transverse de Télésanté (transversal eHealth medical
unit)
⇢ Dr. Antoine Piau, Geriatrician, Head of the Unité Médicale Transverse de Télésanté, Toulouse University Hospital
⇢ Tania Jouffrey, Project Manager Direction of the Information System, Toulouse University
Hospital
⇢ Noémie Grizonnet, Head of Think/Innovation unit, Direction of the Information System,
Toulouse University Hospital

Friday 24 september

15:45 – 17:00 // Grand closing conference

Artificial intelligence: the power to state the truth
Municipal Theater of Castres

// Hosted by Lionel Buannic, journalist
It is the obsession of our time. Companies, politicians and researchers all swear by it, as it
seems to offer unlimited economic opportunities as well as the emergence of a secure, optimized and streamlined world. And the subject of this heady excitement is artificial intelligence.
Yet it generates a multitude of declarations that actually disguise its main function: to state
the truth. It looms as a force capable of evaluating reality more reliably than we can ourselves.
Artificial intelligence is summoned, from the height of its authority, to impose its law, guiding
the conduct of human affairs. From now on, technology will assume an “injunctive power”
leading to the progressive eradication of the legal and political principles on which our freedom
of judgment and action are based.
With the participation of:
⇢ Eric Sadin, Writer et philosopher. The writer and philosopher Éric Sadin has been exploring
the consequences of new technologies for many years now. As a regular lecturer at Sciences
Po and the 2013 winner of the “most influential essay of the year on digital technologies” at
the Hub Forum, Éric Sadin is the author of various essays and works, including the landmark
book “Artificial intelligence or the challenge of the century: anatomy of a radical antihumanism”.

17:00 // Cocktail
Municipal Theater of Castres

15:30 – 15:45
// T
 ransfer to Castres
Municipal Theater
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eHealth awards Finalists

eHealth awards Finalists

The international eHealth
Awards competition
organised by Castres-Mazamet Technopole, supports the development of application solutions in the field of digital technology for healthcare.
This competition is for Startups, companies in the technology and healthcare sector, healthcare establishments, healthcare professionals, patient support groups
and carers’ associations, social welfare stakeholders, researchers and students.

New formula 2021

7 categories, 11 Awards including 4 special prizes!
⇢ Well-being
⇢ Structures Health and medico social

establishments
⇢ Patients
⇢ Healthcare professionals & caregivers
⇢Handicap
⇢ AI / Big Data
⇢ Covid 19

⇢ Well-Being
Partner: Pharmagest
Project: FoodInTech (Gevrey-Chambertin)
Presented by: Atol Conseils & Développements 

D

eveloped since 2017 at the Dijon Bourgogne University Hospital, foodintech is an innovative solution for automated analysis of food trays
and the contents of meals and dishes combining photography, mobile
computing and artificial intelligence. The aim is to achieve a systematic analysis of what is or is
not consumed. This enables the obtaining of precise data on dietary intake for nutritional or ingesta purposes and helps fight against food waste in health and medico-social institutions.

www.foodin.tech

4 special prizes:

⇢ The Internet Trophy
⇢ The jury’s favorite trophy
⇢ The Grand Jury Prize
⇢ The Business Model Trophy

Partners

Project: HELPYOURSELF (Paris)
Presented by: APHYSIA DEVELOPPEMENT SAS

T

he model was developed using a cross-sectional method ranging
from a personalized questionnaire, to the scoring of identified
vulnerabilities to result in specific recommendations for each individual. Health scores are defined
from indicators related to lifestyle (physical activity, diet, sleep) and its consequences (stress,
morale, memory). The results are presented by a qualitative “health test pattern” enabling the
identification of the level of health risks for each individual.

www.aphysiadeveloppement.com
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⇢ Structures Health and
medico-social establishment
Partner: Olinn
Project: Point OutWords (Inde)
Presented by: The Com DEALL Trust

N

on-speaking autistic people have a very high need for treatment, but are
frequently neglected: excluded from research, from community life and
from education. In a user-centered co-design process in partnership with autistic individuals and their therapists and caregivers, we have developed Point
OutWords, an iPad training system for developing motor skills for keyboard communication, based
on autistic-specific skills and interests..

www.communicationdeall.com

Project: TOKTOKDOC (Strasbourg)

eHealth awards Finalists

⇢ Patients
Partner: Pierre Fabre
Project: DermaExpert (Toulouse)
Presented by: PIXIENCE

D

ermaExpert is an intelligent camera specific to the skin. It provides an
advice and medical collaboration service making dermatological treatment accessible to all. Its main function is to enable doctors to manage dermatological emergencies remotely by providing them with the information necessary for their diagnosis. Integrated in a
complete ecosystem around connected dermatology, DermaExpert aims to help turn pharmacies,
nursing homes and EHPADs (residential establishments for the elderly) into real dermatological
local contact points.

www.pixience.com

Project: Point OutWords (Inde)
Presented by: The Com DEALL Trust

N

technological tool supported by mobile telemedicine IDEs (State-qualified nurses) for medical
and social establishments and departments, and also for local authorities. It promotes access
to care for their patients via telemedical treatment.

on-speaking autistic people have a very high need for treatment, but are
frequently neglected: excluded from research, from community life and
from education. In a user-centered co-design process in partnership with autistic individuals and their therapists and caregivers, we have developed Point
OutWords, an iPad training system for developing motor skills for keyboard
communication, based on autistic-specific skills and interests..

www.toktokdoc.com

www.communicationdeall.com

Project: FoodInTech (Gevrey-Chambertin)
			

Project : One by Doc2U (Toulouse)

Presented by: NEMO HEALTH

A

Presented by: Atol Conseils & Développements

D

eveloped since 2017 at the Dijon Bourgogne University Hospital, foodintech is an innovative solution for automated analysis of food trays
and the contents of meals and dishes combining photography, mobile
computing and artificial intelligence. The aim is to achieve a systematic analysis of what is or is
not consumed. This enables the obtaining of precise data on dietary intake for nutritional or ingesta purposes and helps fight against food waste in health and medico-social institutions.

www.foodin.tech
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Presented by: Doc2U

D

oc2U makes teleconsultation more reliable with remote medical examinations. One by Doc2U® is a connected medical device bringing together the
essential tools for general medicine. Compact and easy to connect, it offers valuable medical data for diagnosis.

www.doc2u.fr
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⇢ Healthcare professionals
& caregivers
Partner: Amgen

eHealth awards Finalists

⇢ Handicap
Partner: Coactis Santé
Project: DéfiGame (Lyon)
Presented by: DéfiScience

Project: SiView (Paris)

D

iView is a “phygital” solution that combines an app on a tablet
incorporating artificial intelligence and a device allowing the automatic piloting of healthcare
professionals’ instruments. Thanks to this automatic piloting of instruments, eye examinations are
guided step by step for quick and accurate results even for untrained technicians.

éfiGame is a serious game of the Filière de Santé Maladies
Rares (Rare Diseases Health Network) and is designed with
both parents and specialists. It allows European practitioners to interactively take ownership of
the recommendations concerning the coordination of a relevant prescription and care pathway.
This goes from the search for a diagnosis to the early management of NDDs, and also enables
practitioners to participate in supporting families at the time of and following the diagnosis of a
rare disease.

www.siviewtech.com

www.defiscience.fr

Presented by: SiView

S

Project: ORIGIN’AILES (Lacoste)
Project: FOLLOW SURG (Dardilly)
Presented by: FOLLOW PATIENT

F

OLLOW SURG provides personalized and optimal management
for obese patients with a tailor-made and easy-to-use tool for healthcare professionals. The
telemonitoring platform limits the number of people lost to follow-up by ensuring patient monitoring. It allows patients to keep in touch with their medical team even from a distance, and
makes them actors in their care pathway thanks to numerous functionalities. It also promotes
successful treatment.

www.followpatient.com

Presented by: ORIGIN’AILES

O

rigin’ailes is the first social network dedicated to autism. Its
purpose is to unite all the actors involved in the management
of autism and to help families with an autistic child live better with autism on a daily basis.
Origin’ailes proposes concrete support solutions through:
• A la carte services (connecting families and independent professionals, school and extracurricular awareness-raising, digitalized practical workshops to improve skills)
• A web and mobile app with monthly subscription, to facilitate the coordination of the multidisciplinary team and the follow-up of the individual with autism

www.originailes.fr

Project: Oncolaxy (Biarritz)
Presented by: BETTERISE TECHNOLOGIES

Project: Lulu va être opérée (Lyon)

O

Presented by: Réseau-Lucioles Association

ncolaxy is a clinical decision support software used to track cancers throughout their evolution (during treatment and monitoring
phases), in addition to conventional monitoring. ONCOLAXY enables analysis of the overall evolution of bio-medical trends in order to detect changes, recurrence or treatment toxicity.

www.betterise-healthtech.com
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A

website + a book to facilitate surgery for any highly dependent
individual who is unable to communicate. Created following surveys showing the helplessness
of healthcare professionals, parents, carers and managers, this evolving website and book share
tried and tested solutions and are intended to inspire new practices. Knowing the individual and
the specificity of their disability helps save time and avoid unforeseen problems that may have
serious consequences.

www.lulu-va-etre-operee.org
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⇢ AI / Big Data

eHealth awards Finalists

⇢ Covid 19

Partner: Aniti

Project: DermaExpert (Toulouse)
Presented by: PIXIENCE

D

ermaExpert is an intelligent camera specific to the skin. It provides an
advice and medical collaboration service making dermatological treatment accessible to all. Its main function is to enable doctors to manage dermatological emergencies remotely by providing them with the information necessary for their diagnosis. Integrated in a
complete ecosystem around connected dermatology, DermaExpert aims to help turn pharmacies,
nursing homes and EHPADs (residential establishments for the elderly) into real dermatological
local contact points.

Partner: Mutuelle Prévifrance

Project: Myrian® COVID-19 Protocole 2.0 (Montpellier)
Presented by: INTRASENSE

H

aving quickly grasped the threat posed by COVID-19 due to its strong
presence in China, Intrasense decided, right from the beginning of the
epidemic in Europe, to react and develop a specific tool for combating the
virus. After more than 6 weeks of work, the 1st version was made available to over 650 healthcare facilities worldwide, free of charge, from 30 March 2020. The team is now working with
reference users to make the solution more efficient and roll it out on a larger scale.

www.intrasense.fr

www.pixience.com

Project: Prevana (Palaiseau)
Project: BoneView (Paris)

Presented by: Anamnèse

Presented by: GLEAMER

P

W

hile the number of imaging exams has doubled in 10 years, the number of radiologists has
only increased by 20%, leading to an overload of work for radiologists, and therefore to diagnostic errors. In this context, Boneview is an AI solution that helps detect anomalies on standard
X-rays. With Boneview, radiologists and clinicians reduce interpretation errors while saving time.
The goal is to offer a very high level of quality and safety of care, for everyone and at all times!

www.gleamer.ai

revana allows companies to participate in preventive workplace
healthcare with occupational doctors thanks to digital technology and
artificial intelligence. Medical secrecy is ensured between patients and
practitioners, while enabling companies to obtain a statistical vision of the state of health of their
employees, helping steer their care policies:
• CovidHELP: identifies and fights against the risks of contamination in the workplace
• VacciHELP: mapping needs, organizing and supervising a vaccination campaign
• RPS: prevents Psychosocial Risks.

pro.anamnese.care

Project: SiView (Paris)

Project: TOKTOKDOC (Strasbourg)

Presented by: SiView

Presented by: NEMO HEALTH

S

A

iView is a “phygital” solution that combines an app on a tablet incorporating artificial intelligence and a device allowing the automatic piloting of healthcare professionals’ instruments.
Thanks to this automatic piloting of instruments, eye examinations are guided step by step for
quick and accurate results even for untrained technicians.

www.siviewtech.com
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technological tool supported by mobile telemedicine IDEs (State-qualified nurses) for medical
and social establishments and departments, and also for local authorities. It promotes access
to care for their patients via telemedical treatment.

www.toktokdoc.com
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Exibitors

Business convention

The exhibitors

BUSINESS CONVENTION

Come and discover their stand, their innovations and their service during the
2 days of the event.

30-minute tailor-made meetings

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
Largeur
mini 20 mm

C 80 / M 80
R 79 / V 71 / B 148

C 60 / M 35
R 113 / V 151 / B 202

The eHealth University is also dedicated to

⇢ The main players in their markets (mutual in-

professional meetings: the business convention,
organized on a continuous basis over the two days
and run by an agency specialized in the field, is a
unique opportunity for participants to meet:

surance companies and health insurance companies, public and private hospitals)...

⇢
Big

⇢ Investment funds and institutional players who
can support the innovation process.

companies (pharmaceutical laboratories
and medical technology companies).
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You too can meet the decision makers of tomorrow
in eHealth!
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Sponsors

Partners

Sponsors

Partners

Largeur
mini 20 mm

C 80 / M 80
R 79 / V 71 / B 148

C 60 / M 35
R 113 / V 151 / B 202

LE SPECIALISTE DE LA VAISSELLE JETABLE ET DES PRODUITS DE NETTOYAGE
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Partners

Event partners

Press partners

Public funders
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A transparent score?
So prove it to me
+
by
+
+

GREEN IMPACT INDEX
Right information, right choices

The GREEN IMPACT INDEX measures the environmental and social impact of cosmetics and family health care products.
Do you want to be sure that the products you purchase reflect your values? Pierre Fabre has created the Green Impact Index.
A transparent score that uses 20 different criteria to assess the impact of its products.
But can you really trust a company to rate its own products? See for yourself: it takes just 2 minutes to find out how the scoring
system works at www.pierre-fabre.com

LABORATOIRE DERMATOLOGIQUE VEGETAL

© Igor Ustynskyy / Collection Moment / Getty Images.

Method validated and approved by AFNOR Certification.

